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Photo of the Month 

“The man is a bonafide scrub! Have you ever 
seen him in his Church basketball league?”   
- Stephen A.

1. Pull the fire alarm - 
boys, we can never do the 
fire drill too many times, 
practice makes perfect!  

2. Wipe your friends 
desk - nothing says 
“brotherhood” like 
giving your friend a 
hearty wipe in class

5. Buy Aramark stock - it’s the least we can do to 
keep our source of nutrition afloat (that’s ARMK 
on the New York Stock Exchange)

Simply put, it’s a pleasure to be back.

3. Email Mr. McKinney - 
reach out to our principal, 
he loves when students 
contact him for no reason!

4. Follow uccblazer 
on instagram - or 
don’t, honestly we 
don’t care 

Rotis aren’t Coming Back 
Rotis aren’t coming back, Dr. Hamr isn’t coming back, Mr. Sharpe isn’t coming back, and nor 
is the LD. But COVID is coming back, and it’s safe to say she’s gonna steamroll us harder 
than a three way conference. However, we here at the Blazer have a ‘class half full’ mentality 
and so with that in mind, we hope you bust a gut to this fine piece of craftsmanship. 

Most notable in this return school perhaps is the division of the students into Cohort A and 
Cohort Brutal (Orr’s, Scadding’s, ‘nuff said). This split is setting up too potentially be the 
greatest showdown since Marshall vs Delaney or Bat vs the world or Breton vs Holt in the 
1895 heavyweight title. But lads, now is not the time to divide this beautiful College. We must 
unite under the Bardain regime and find ways to make this year memorable for all of us. 
Here’s a short list of ways we thought the students could use their powers for good:
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Headlines   
- Max Domi shouts out Mr. McKell for 

making him the player he is today 

- Borders may be closed, but there are still 

non-stop flights to Paris. Email 

ss@gumr.on.ca for inquires  

- Who’s been doing donuts on the prep 

field?? 

- Nolan Murrell will miss his graduating 

year; has declared for the NBA draft 

- Mme. Gauthier begins using TikTok to 

teach her grammar lessons 

- TOK prescribed titles leaked: To what 

extent does Ms. Timusk know how to use a 

computer? 

- Last assembly felt more like a 40 minute 

memorial in remembrance of A Day 

- Administration enforces a “no shorts 

policy” after it’s revealed that Ben Capo 

shaves his legs 

- WHO officials have confirmed the origin 

of COVID-19 as the UCC pool 

- Admin completely misinterprets the 

meaning of “UCC bubble” after leaving it 

up on the oval for almost a year. 

Student Seen Without 
Lanyard 
Earlier this week, a student took off his hoodie 

after getting a sweat on from the intense 

mental workout that is HL Film. As he pulled 

his sweater off, his lanyard fell to the floor 

which led to an identity crisis on a scale of 

which the world has never seen. With the 

lanyard gone, how would anyone know if he 

was a UCC student? His classmates panicked as 

a stranger had suddenly appeared in their 

classroom. The teacher immediately ran down 

to security to call a lockdown for the unknown 

intruder. 

Although the school was in a state of 

emergency and lives were at stake, social 

distancing was still respected and cohorts were 

still enforced. Even knowing the potential 

dangers of the intruder, the school nonetheless 

dismissed each grade at a ten minute interval. 

Fortunately, the situation was eventually 

cleared up, and the student is being detained in 

Ms. Marshall’s office to pay for his crime.

mailto:ss@gumr.on.ca
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UCC House Mask Design 
Everyone was pretty hyped when news of the house masks was announced. 

When the day finally arrived for us to receive the masks, we were all blown away by perfectly 

printed logos on the crisp white masks. We were even more surprised that McHugh’s can keep 

getting away with blatantly breaking copyright laws and stealing the Timberwolves logo.

Moreover, that sentiment was hyped way up when the other side of the mask was revealed - 

there are two logos, perfectly symmetrical on both sides.

“Is the Halloween costume competition coming early?” Why is everyone looking like a clown, 

from pokemon?” The boys wondered.

Wearing this mask, students can finally cosplay as 
Bane on a daily basis. 

With the overwhelming positive feedback, the 
school decided to make a second edition - this time 
with 7 logos. Here is a preview of the upcoming 
McHugh’s house mask:

Blazer x Chappatack EP in the works…?
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